
7TUNNELS Names David Wiener Chief
Executive Officer
Encryption Technology Innovator Increases Bench-Strength
of Management Team

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, US, March 28, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Salt Lake City, UT – March 28, 2016 – 7TUNNELS a leading encryption
technology company has announced the appointment of David Wiener as President and CEO, after a
7-month role as Chief Marketing Officer. David Wiener stated, “I am honored to be asked to lead this
team of professionals whose skills and security backgrounds make 7Tunnels a unique and stand-
apart organization from other encryption companies.” David is an internationally recognized
entrepreneur, designer, marketing and branding expert. Over 30+ years, he has built multiple
successful companies in a variety of industries, from electronics to automotive to aviation, creating
iconic technologies, products, vehicles, and brands for such global names as Ferrari, Porsche, the
U.S. Ski Team, Nike and many others. 

“We are committed to providing the most secure encryption technology. Our quantum-proof protection
will become the standard for both corporate and governmental applications, given its unique ability to
prevent decryption of data in motion and at rest. Keeping critical data safe from attack and staying
ahead of the curve in cyber security is both rewarding and exciting,” says Wiener.

In addition to Wiener, 7Tunnels has recruited several key personnel to management positions. Recent
appointments include Tore Steen; Chairman has had a career as CEO and leader of multiple private
and public companies, including Citibank and Chemical Bank (now JP Morgan Chase). Tore’s
business background spans the financial, leasing, shipping, technology, health care, manufacturing
and construction industries. He is a graduate of the Board Executive Program at Harvard Business
School. 

James “Ken” Campbell will serve as EVP-Government Business. Ken is a specialist in big data
analytics and its application to solving issues of terrorism, insurgency, geopolitical instability and
regional conflict. He is the recipient of numerous U.S. Intelligence Community and military awards for
contributions made in support of National Security.

Kevin McCarthy, Chief Operations Officer served as an advisor to The White House, the U.S. House
of Representatives Select Committee on Homeland Security and senior officials in the Department of
Homeland Security on the protection of airliners. Previously, Kevin had a successful career as a Delta
Air Lines Boeing 777 Captain.

About 7TUNNELS
Every week the media is full of stories of hackers gaining access and control of government and
corporate data, via the Internet and well as with direct network attacks. Sadly, these stories now
include such outrageous acts as the hacking of remote drug delivery systems in our hospitals and
driverless cars on our highways. 

Existing data and security encryption and authentication systems are rapidly becoming ineffective and
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will become obsolete; with the advent of quantum computing, math-based encryption and
authentication will fail. 
7Tunnels has created the solution to this global issue. Using patent-pending non math-based, truly
random number generation technology to create “one-time pads” that are both secure and cost-
effective, and are impervious to “brute-force” attacks, making 7Tunnels the most secure encryption
available for any government, corporate or personal application that requires absolute security.

7Tunnels encryption can be implemented in a variety of ways across multiple information delivery and
storage architectures such as SCADA, satellite communications, data in storage, etc. It can exist as a
separate piece of software, firmware or be integrated into hardware, fitting seamlessly into the
existing infrastructure.

7Tunnels sells and licenses its technology, working with Fortune 500 companies and government
agencies to expose the world to a new level of security. Visit www.7Tunnels.com
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